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Abstract- In emerging world of cloud computing gives wide range of functionalities. Personal Health Record
(PHR) enables patients to store, share, and access personal health data in centralized way that it can be accessible
from anywhere and anytime. One major problem in the existing work is the cloud to manage and secure data from
the unauthorized persons. However, combining of PHR with cloud gives new horizons for medical eldest to be
digitalized in centralized storage but it comes with major concern as security. There are many researchers are
work in securing PHR which stored in cloud using nave approaches but it’s not enough to secure it. So there is need
for new technology as Attribute based Encryption that secure PHR with providing many functionalities such as
accountability, revocation of user, searching over encrypted les, delegation of other user access, searching over
encrypted les, multi-authority and many more.
Keywords— CP-ABE cloud data security, cloud computing, personal health record, attribute based encryption.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Personal Health Records (PHR) is electronic data which contain patient’s electronic health records.
PHR allows user to store, share and retrieve medical data with friends, family and doctors. PHR is store in
centralized way so PHR can be simply accessible from anywhere and anytime. But health data is sensitive, so
improper disclosure of PHR can put patient in danger. Although, access of health data in the professional
medical domain is tightly controlled by existing regulations, such as the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and
Ac-countability Act (HIPAA) [1]. The aim of research to nd current trends to secure PHR on cloud using direct
techniques and best technique that provides most applicability in real world. Here these work shows that ABE
is good technique to secure PHR with providing many functionalities. We wanted to enhance one of the scheme
that gives accountability with searching capabilities over encrypted data blocks. For achieving these goal, we
use cp-abe toolkit which is installed in lab PC.
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Fig. 1: Simple E-health cloud model [9].

In current days, working in large company produce huge amount of data so infrastructure is not support
client for companies to store it, that’s why companies thinking of way to store data at cloud. However, cloud
computing also comes with some security problems that can be solved before use for that companies.
Outsourcing of data may be prevented from con denasality, integrity and privacy of client’s information that
must be protected by some mechanism. As an evolution of cloud computing its accessible as software-as-aservice or platform-as-a-services gives easily access from anywhere and anytime by just simply connecting to
server internet [2]. So combination of PHR with cloud gets new horizons for medical records to store and
retrieve in centralized way that can be easily manage with small e ort of patients, doctors and care givers. There
is always a risk to store a data on cloud and storing data of patient’s health is really critical to store at untrusted
server because any misuse or alteration of data can cause crucial damage on patients health or his reputation.
Thus the need of securing PHR data at cloud.
In older days the health records are store in medical journals/notes and manage by hospitals and medical
stores, but the management of hardcopy is tedious to write, share and search for some records. However, the
appearance of the digitalization of this medical records are converted into digital copies which is known as
Electronic Health Records (EHRs). Its similarly manage by hospitals and easy to search the records, but patient
has no control on it. And it also increases the cost to stores more data, needs more data centers and webservers.
There is also problem with medical records which are not easy to share because it is managed by Hospitals and
not under control of patient.
This paper presents a survey of internet of things. Section 2 we present the generalized internet of
things architecture. In section 3, shows the applications of internet of things. Section 4 provides overview of
interoperability and types of interoperability. Section 5 provides the basic security and privacy requirement in
internet of things. In section 6 Conclusion.

2. Related Work
In 2016, Ahmed et.al. [4] This paper presents a secure cloud-based mobile healthcare

framework using wireless body area networks (WBANs). The WBANs is the used for healthcare
area. The wireless body area networks connecting cloud to increase scalability, efficiency and
performance of the overall system. This paper work is divided into two parts: first, it attempts to
secure inter-sensor communication by multi-biometric key generation scheme; and second, the
electronic medical records are securely stored in the hospital cloud. In this paper used ciphertext
policy attribute based encryption (CP-ABE) method for implement secure and efficient architecture.
In 2014, Mrinmoy et. al. [5] this paper presents a secure cloud-based mobile healthcare framework
using wireless body area networks (WBANs). The WBANs is the used for healthcare area. The wireless
body area networks connecting cloud to increase scalability, efficiency and performance of the overall
system. This paper work is divided into two parts: first, it attempts to secure inter-sensor communication
by multi-biometric key generation scheme; and second, the electronic medical records are securely stored
in the hospital cloud. In this paper also used another method that is multi-authority attribute base

encryption. This method is used for public and personal domains. For the future research work
the proposed scheme is compare another related scheme to improve the results.
In 2015, Ming et. al. [7] this paper presents a secure cloud-based mobile healthcare
framework using wireless body area networks (WBANs). The WBANs is the used for healthcare
area. The wireless body area networks connecting cloud to increase scalability, efficiency and
performance of the overall system. This paper work is divided into two parts: first, it attempts to
secure inter-sensor communication by multi-biometric key generation scheme; and second, the
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electronic medical records are securely stored in the hospital cloud. In the next section this paper
implement using raspberry pi and e-health sensors.

3. Architecture of secure cloud based E-health

Fig 2: Architecture of secure cloud based e-health

In this section, we describes the generalized architecture for the secure cloud based e-health is
shown in Fig. 2. In this architecture used wireless sensor networks. The wireless sensor networks is used
for manage the patient data collected by the hospital or clinic. This architecture is scalable and store large
amount of data generated by the sensors [9]. The cloud server is the main used for storing large amount of
data. The e-health architecture divided two main categories: first, patient, and second, healthcare
authorities, users. The healthcare authorities is specifies security policies in healthcare.
In this architecture the will give some security and privacy mechanism such as, confidentiality, data
integrity and fine grained access control. The privacy and security are most affected issue in the cloud
environment. In this architecture used clouds with some advantages like as a huge storage capacity and
high scalability [11]. The used attribute encryption based (ABE) algorithm for the fine grained access
control. The attribute based encryption algorithm first encrypt data before storing on the cloud server. In
ABE there are two variants based on placing attributes and access attribute policy.
a) CP-ABE
In CP-ABE scheme the access structure is residing on cipher text and end user has a list of attribute
to verify and match it with access structure for successful decryption.
b) KP-ABE
KP-ABE is complementary scheme of CP-ABE where encryption is done with set of attributes and
on decryption of data needs access structure.

4. Working of ABE algorithm
Attribute Based Encryption is an extended work to Identity Based Encryption where identity eld of
user holds descriptive attributes rather than string as in IBE. In ABE user has identity as w attributes data
is encrypted using some w ' attributes. So when user want to decrypt this data then the attributes and w need
some threshold level d of similarities then and then he can decrypt that data.
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Fig 3: ABE algorithm example

The attribute based encryption (ABE) algorithm introduce by Sahai and waters for access control
using public key cryptography. The main aim of this algorithm is the provide scalability, security, flexibility
and fine grained access control. Attribute encryption algorithm is the public key encryption that allow user
to encrypt and decrypt the message based on user attributes. In ABE algorithm the user secret key and
ciphertext are related with a set of attributes. A user is able to decrypt the cipher text if and only if the
number of attribute verify between the cipher text and user secret key.

5. Proposed Framework
Personal health records (PHR) allows patients to build lifelong Personal health records. The records
can be shared by the patient with any stakeholder interested in those. PHR allows the controlled sharing of
application software that is required to view and analyze health records. Patients seeking care by caregivers
in different geographical areas will be able to reproduce their original health records moreover, as
technology evolves patients will always be able to use original software to view and analyze data. In Figure
4 proposed architecture is explained below.

Fig 4: Proposed Framework

First, the system is divided into multiple security domains like personal domain and professional
domain according to various user data requirements. Each domain only control by set of users. For each
security domain, one or more authorities are assigned to govern the access of data. In the professional
domain large size and system should be highly scalable in terms of storage, key management complexity
and communication computation. For personal domain it is the owner of the PHR itself manages the record
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and performs key management. On the other hand the professional domain consists of a large number of
professional users and therefore cannot be managed easily by the owner herself. There each person has
his friends, family members, caretaker are in personal domain and for all other person outside his circle
are in public domain, which are managed by Attribute Authorities (AAs).
In our framework there are multiple users, multiple owners, multiple attribute authorities, and
certified authorities. First, for lower the complexity of encryption and user management each owner of data
use ABE scheme as encryption techniques. Second, divide users in two security domains as (1) personal
domain (2) professional domain. In these scheme owner is in charge of file inside private domain while on
outside/public domains are managed by many Public AAs [15]. In these scheme end user who want to
access data only needs to obtains credentials from the corresponding public AA and there is no need to
connect to PHR owner, so here this scheme reduced the key management overhead.
The personal domain it the owner of the personal health record itself to manage the record and
perform key management. The number of user in the personal domain is comparatively less and personally
connected to the owner. The public domain consist of large number of professional users and there for
cannot be managed easily by the owner herself. Public domain obtains secret key from Attribute Authority
(AA), which binds the user to her claimed attributes/roles.

6. Proposed Algorithm
The use of multi-authority CP-ABE with accountability and for that they provide unique global
identity to every user in system that helps to identify misbehaving user of PHR that gives decryption key
to other unauthorized user [14]. Here the scheme trace that user who is misbehaving by his global identity,
so burden of trust assumption on both side of authorities and PHR users. They provide analysis for scheme
that shows the scheme is secure and efficient. We provide brief view of this scheme that contains five steps
as given.

Setup:
• Input: security parameter λ∈ N total number of Attribute Authority.
• Output: params as system parameters and N number of {public key, private key} pair.
AttKeyGen: run by every Attribute Authorities
• Input: private key of AA, list of attributes and global identity of user for which they created
key.
• Output: decryption key according to given attribute list for user with unique identity.
Encrypt: run by PHR owner
• Input: massage and policy for encryption to generate cipher text where policy contains
some attribute that are subset of total attribute.
• Output: encrypted data cipher text with respect to access structure.
Decryption: run by PHR user
• Input: cipher text that is encrypted with some access policy and secret key of PHR user
according some attributes.
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• Output: they gets original message or not on bases of what attributes they have and it’s
satisfy the access policy that embedded in cipher text or not.
Trace:
• Input: public parameters, cipher text policy
• Output: global identity of misbehaving user.

6.1 Proposed Scheme Basic Construction
The notion of multiple authority attribute based encryption scheme was first proposed by
Chase. The system uses the principles of trusted central authority (CA) and global identifiers
(GID). The system also contains K attribute authorities. Each attribute authority is assigned a value
dk. The system consists of the following five algorithms.
Setup: The algorithm generates a public key, secret key pair for each of the attribute

authorities, and also outputs a system public key and master secret key.
Attribute Key Generation: The algorithm generates a private key for the user.
Central Key Generation: The algorithm generates a central secret key for the user.
Encryption: The sender encrypts the message and outputs the cipher text.
Decryption: The user executes the decryption algorithm and decrypts the cipher text.

In this section we write scheme in words for multi authority and proposed scheme consists of
seven polynomials algorithms as follows:
𝑺𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒑→(𝑴𝑷𝑲,𝑺𝑲): This algorithm runs by CA. It takes input as security parameter λ and number

of attribute authority N. Output of this algorithm is list of parameters 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 {𝔾,𝑔,ℎ,𝑌} as master
public key MPK , master secret key MSK.
𝑨𝑨𝒊 𝑺𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒑 → , In this algorithm run by every AA to generate PK and SK for every attribute 𝑖.
(𝑴𝑷𝑲,𝑮𝑰𝑫)→ 𝑷𝑲 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑫: This algorithm run by CA. It takes input as 𝑀𝑆𝐾 and Global Identity of

user GID. Output of this algorithm is part of secret key and full private key for user with GID.
Additionally, in this step we take one table that contains GID and public key pair for user
identification in tracing of misbehaving user.
𝑹𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒆𝒔𝒕𝑨𝒕(𝑷𝑲,𝑺𝑲𝒊)→𝑫𝒊,𝒋 This algorithm run by every AAs corresponding to attributes of user.

It takes input as public key of user and secret key of Attribute Authority that is corresponding to
attribute. It outputs the part of secret key that is useful for generating user’s secret key that use for
decrypting data.
𝑬𝒏𝒄𝒓𝒚𝒑𝒕 (𝑴,)→𝑪𝑻∶ This algorithm run by client (data owner) that want to secure data. It takes

Message M and Access Structure Was input. Output of this algorithm is cipher text CT.
𝑫𝒆𝒄𝒓𝒚𝒑𝒕 (𝑪𝑻,): This algorithm run by cloud user that want to access file. It takes input as cipher
text CT and public key PK and secret key SK of cloud user.
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𝑻𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒆𝓓 (𝑷𝑲𝒖)→𝑮𝑰𝑫∶ This algorithm run by CA. It takes input as public key PK from

misbehaving device and gives identity GID of that user.

7. Conclusion
As we shown in this paper that current techniques for storing data on cloud is not enough
for security and efficiency. So here we provide a secure and efficient scheme for securing health
data. In this paper, multi-authority attribute based encryption is comparing with existing CP-ABE. In
Future, we trying to cover all aspect of securing health data but still programming part can be
improving if anyone is interested to secure it by some new or extended scheme. And also multiauthority attribute based encryption could be enhanced to proactive based multi-authority attribute based
encryption.
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